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Abstract:
Structural colours lend richness to visual experiences and computer graphics (CG) aims at modelling them realistically while simulating virtual-worlds. Most of these colours arise due to wave-optical phenomena such as interference, diffraction, sub-surface scattering, polarisation or their concurrence. Advance methods involving Wigner distribution functions (WDFs), finite difference time domain (FDTD) formulations or augmented light-fields exist to model structural colours into bidirectional scattering distribution functions (BSDFs). However, such methods are computationally too complex and/or inept to handle the large-scale, real-world, nano-structural information which is essential for realism. Modelling such colourations and patterns on arbitrary surfaces involve an additional level of complexity. In this talk, I will present some of my past as well as present research work dealing with interactive rendering of structural colours and pattern formation on arbitrary surfaces. More importantly, I will propose data-driven and image-based, parameterised modelling approaches for realistically and interactively simulating complex, thin-volume, sub-scattering, structural colouration mechanisms. The main contribution in the proposed research will involve mathematical simplification of underlying Fourier optics by devising WDFs for heterogenous media to give physics-based models that are: (a) accurate, (b) fast, as well as (c) low on memory footprint, all at the same time. Resulting models and methods will be useful for virtual reality applications, bio-physical hypotheses validation and fabricating novel, bio-mimicking materials for engineering applications as well as visual artefact manifestations.
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